
              
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Literacy 
  
Learn and retell tales based in woods – 
The Gruffalo, Red Riding Hood, 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Hansel 
And Gretel etc. 
 
Continue to sound out words using 
phonic knowledge, practise neat letter 
formation and use finger spaces, 
capital letters and full stops.  
 
Create new stories about adventures in 
the woods.  
 
Find rhyming pairs in stories.  

          PSED 
 
 
Circle time games/discussions about 

ourselves, family friends. 

Learning to share, take turns, tidy up, 

routines, confidence to ask for help, 

speak to adults and peers, engage in 

and sustain play with friends. 

Create a tree to hang memories on. 

 
 

Physical  
Use the outdoor hut for messy play including 
sand, water and soil. 
 
Use outdoor equipment to build a woodland 
den. 
 
Use gross motor skills to write using chalks, 
pens, sticks etc.  
 
Refine small motor skills using malleable 

equipment.  

Outdoor 3d shape making using twigs 

 

Expressive Art and Design 
 

Role Play 
Develop a woodland role play area.  
 

 
 
Music 
Sing songs and accompany using non pitched 
percussion instruments. 
 
Art (individual) 
Use vegetables to make a face,  
Use paint to create a plant picture,  
create patterns using seeds. 
Create a picture or sculpture using natural 
materials found in a woods. 
Leaf printing and bark rubbings. 
Collage using natural materials. 
Make a leaf man 
Use large easel with woodland photo to paint 
own version. 
Create woodland models. 
Build a habitat for an animal out of junk 
modelling. 
Create own map of an enchanted forest. 
 
 
 
Construction 
Construct a cottage/treehouse, building for the 
woods 
Design a habitat for the Gruffalo 
 
 

 

 
 Communication and Language 

 
Give directions into the forest.  
 
Listen to the different sounds of  woodland 

animals 

Retell stories in the woodland forest small 

world. 

Use talk in pretending that objects stand for 

something in play e.g. role play. 

Record and listen to  voices in the talking tins  

 

 

 

Understanding Of The 
World 

Use computer to operate simple 
instructions and programmes. 
Research topic through internet on 
IPads and computers. 
 
Control a beebot over a forest map. 
 
Plant seeds and observe changes- 
label the features 
 
Activities to understand the growth of 
a plant. 
 
Follow instructions to grow a plant. 
 
Identify woodland creatures and find 
out information about them and their 
habitats. 
 
Identify different leaves. 
 
Go on a woodland walk/hunt  to 
identify  features within our school 
grounds. 
 
Observe changes to pine cones in 
different scenarios.  
 
 

           

Into The   
Woods 

 
 (Terms 5 and 6) 

      Numeracy 
Continue to practise different 
strategies for the four calculations – 
addition, subtraction, doubling and 
halving. 
 
Share objects into groups. 
 
Count in multiples of 2s 5s and 10s. 
Add multiples of 2s 5s and 10s as coins. 
 
Measure anything found in a wood. 
Make trickier repeating patterns. 
Compare length, size, weight, capacity, 
position, distance, time and money 
 


